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Opened in 2000, the Nuffield Health Hospital in Cheltenham has 3 major 
theatres and 33 en-suite bedrooms, providing the latest in treatment facilities 
and diagnostic technology. Nuffield Health, formerly Nuffield Hospital, has 
invested in a full refurbishment of the reception area, as part of a re-branding 
exercise to reflect the fresh and wider focus of Nuffield Health.

Gradus’ Toli LL300 loose lay vinyl flooring was installed in tile format in a woodgrain 
finish. Installed in the reception area’s main walkways, due to its hardwearing and durable 
properties, Gradus’ LL300 vinyl flooring is ideal for withstanding the pressures of foot 
and wheeled traffic going in and out of the main hospital areas.

Vinyl flooring’s surface retention properties help the reception area maintain its attractive 
appearance. Plus, it’s exceptionally easy to clean, helping the Hospital to reduce 
maintenance costs. In addition, the LL300 range has an exceptionally high-recycled 
content of 65%, making it the ideal choice for specifiers concerned with sustainability. 

Gradus’ Cityscene carpet tiles in a neutral colourway - Raffia, were installed in the seating 
areas of the reception, providing visitors and patients with the comfort and warmth of 
carpet. 

Both types of flooring are quick and easy to lay; the LL300 range requires little or 
no floor preparation and tiles are simply fitted to the sub-floor. Cityscene’s attractive 
textured loop pile design can be installed quarter turn; broadloom or brick bond, 
providing a high level of style and versatility. This helps to save time on refurbishments, 
where limiting disruption to the end-user is a priority.
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the detail

Project : Nuffield Hospital, Cheltenham

 Installation date : July, 2008

Area : Toli LL300 - 130 square metres, Cityscene - 44 square metres

Product : Toli LL300 loose lay vinyl (colourway - TT313) and Cityscene  
(colourway - Raffia)

Construction : Cityscene - loop pile tufted, 1/12 inch gauge

Fibre : Cityscene - 100 percent INVISTATM

Warranties : Toli LL300 and Cityscene - 10 year wear warranty

Backing : Cityscene - Bitumen

Client : Nuffield Health

Installation contractor : Corinium Carpets

Nuffield Hospital, 
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TOLI loose lay vinyl flooring was installed in the main 
walkways of the reception, due to its hardwearing & 
durable properties.  The LL300 vinyl flooring is ideal for 
with standing the pressures of foot & wheeled traffic

 The neutral colour Raffia was installed 
in the seating area of the reception, 
providing visitors and patients with the 
comfort & warmth of carpet

Cityscene (Raffia)Toli LL300 (TT313)

Both Cityscene & Toli laid side by side 
shows how versatile both products are 
& how well they compliment each other 
to create a modern & fresh look suitable 
for a variety of environments


